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INTRODUCTION
system, in developing the adaptive combfiltering scheme.
This paper reports the results of a series of speech intelligibility tests which were conducted on Frazier's adaptive comb-filtering system.0
BACKGROUND
The adaptive comb-filtering system has three internal pavameters which control the quality of the processed speech. The most important result of the intelligibility test was that the adaptive comb-filter processing did not improve the intelligibility of speech for any of the system paraneter combinations, nor for any of the input conditions. Intelligibility scores on the average decreased as more window coefficients were used for both attenuation and inertial nethods of treatment of unvoiced/silent segments, for all TAT ratios tested (see Figures  3 and 4) .
The attenuation technique (using attenuation constant of 0,3) gave generally higher scores than the inertial method.
Different target sentence speakers obtained significantly different intelligibility scores. When averaged over all other parameters, the scores for different speakers ranged from 40% to 63%. Since the female speakers had both the highest and the lowest average intelligibility scores, no significance should be assigned to the average score for the male target speakers, as opposed to the female target speakers. The inter-sex speaker combinations resulted in higher intelligibility stores than intra-sex speaker combinations (see Figure 5 ). The male-female combination (male target sentence speaker; female jammer septence speaker) had the highest average intelligibility score of 61%; female-male combination was in second place with a score of 57%; male-male combination obtained a score of 50%; and female-female combination was the hardest to understand with an average intelligibility score of 45%. 
